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Introduction
Polyploidy has played a major role in the evolution of eukaryotes (Masterson 1994; Otto 2007; Madlung 2013) and is common in some groups of organisms, such as plants (Soltis et al. 2007; Wood et al. 2009 ). Allopolyploids, which have a hybrid origin and typically display disomic inheritance, are usually considered more frequent than autopolyploids, which derive from genome duplication within a species and typically display polysomic inheritance. However, the proportion of autopolyploid plants might have been underestimated (Soltis et al. 2007) , and different parts of the genomes might follow polysomic or disomic inheritance in some species (segmental allopolyploids; Stift et al. 2008) .
Despite the importance of polyploids, genetic marker data analysis tools are often only available for diploids and cannot be readily applied in polyploids (see review by Dufresne et al. 2014) . In fact, under polysomic inheritance, many standard results of population genetic theory derived for diploids must be revisited in order to be applicable in autopolyploids (e.g. Ronfort et al. 1998) . Another difficulty in the application of genetic markers in polyploids is that allele dosage (i.e. the number of chromosomes bearing a particular allele in an individual) is often difficult to assess (but see Esselink et al. 2004) . Hence, it is important to develop inferential methods robust to allele dosage inaccuracy (Dufresne et al. 2014 ).
The selfing rate is a key parameter of the breeding system of many plant and a few animal species, affecting their ecology and evolution. In diploids, deviation from Hardy-Weinberg genotypic proportions is often used to estimate the selfing rate in populations assumed to follow the "mixed mating model" -a simple population genetic model where a proportion of the zygotes are formed through selfing events and the rest through panmictic outcrossing events (Wright 1922) . This approach requires only a population sample of individuals genotyped at co-dominant markers to estimate the inbreeding coefficient (F), as the deficit of the observed proportion of heterozygotes (Ho) compared to random mating expectation (He): F=1-Ho/He. The selfing rate (s) can then be estimated as s = 2F /(1 + F) assuming that inbreeding is solely affected by selfing and the value has reached an equilibrium. Estimating F from genetic markers assumed to be co-dominant is however prone to bias, particularly in two circumstances. First, null alleles, which are invisible recessive alleles, cause an apparent deficit of heterozygotes (Ho<He), resulting in an overestimation of F-based selfing rate estimation. To avoid such bias, multilocus methods have been developed to simultaneously estimate null allele frequencies and inbreeding (Chybicki & Burczyk 2009 ). Alternatively, the selfing rate can be estimated from another population genetics parameter, the identity disequilibrium, a measure of the correlation between the heterozygosities of distinct loci, which is less affected by null alleles or other genotyping errors ). Second, biparental inbreeding, i.e. inbreeding due to mating between different but related individuals, increases F so that F-based selfing rate estimates are overestimated if selfing is assumed to be the sole source of inbreeding. Isolation by distance pattern resulting from limited seed and pollen dispersal being frequent in natural plant populations (Vekemans and Hardy 2004) , biparental inbreeding is probably frequent. The resulting bias on F-based selfing rate estimation can be corrected if biparental inbreeding can be quantified (e.g. Fenster et al. 2003) . To my knowledge, the potential impact of biparental inbreeding on identity disequilibrium and the resulting selfing rate estimators has never been assessed.
In autoployploids, these methods for estimating the selfing rate cannot be directly applied because polysomic inheritance changes the relationship between selfing and inbreeding or identity disequilibrium. Moreover, a peculiarity of polysomic inheritance is the possibility that a gamete inherits twice the same gene copy because particular crossing-over configurations at meiosis can result in the co-migration of sister chromatid fragments into the same gamete, a phenomenon called double reduction (see Parisod et al. 2010 for an illustration of the mechanism). Double reduction can only occur under multivalent pairing of chromosomes during meiosis and its rate is higher at loci far from the centromere. It results in a form of inbreeding in the sense that it also increases homozygosity, an effect that can be confounded with the impact of selfing if neglected (Bennett 1968 ). Mixed mating model (MMM) expectations for genotypic frequencies and inbreeding coefficients at a single locus have been derived for autotetraploids by Bennett (1968) , who proposed methods to estimate the selfing rate. Alternative inferential methods of the breeding system based on the genotypes of progeny arrays have also been developed for autotetraploids (e.g. Ritland 1990 ). However, to the best of my knowledge, MMM expectations in autopolyploids have not been derived for identity disequilibrium. Moreover, the available selfing rate estimation methods can be sensitive to null alleles and were not developed for ploidy levels above tetraploids.
In order to contribute to bridging this gap, the objectives of this paper are to: (i) Derive theoretical expectations for identity by descent coefficients within locus (inbreeding coefficient) and between loci (identity disequilibrium) under a MMM with polysomic inheritance for any even-ploidy level. (ii) Derive estimators of the selfing rate using the genotypes or phenotypes (i.e. without allele dosage) of autopolyploid zygotes as can be assessed using codominant markers, and consider also the potential impact of intense inbreeding depression. (iii) Evaluate the statistical properties of the estimators for a range of realistic conditions regarding sample size, number of loci, and allelic richness. (iv) Evaluate the robustness of the estimators in the presence of null alleles, double reduction, biparental inbreeding resulting from isolation by distance, or segmental allopolyploidy.
Equilibrium identity by descent coefficient under a mixed mating model
I consider the following model assumptions: large (infinite) population of even-polyploid (i.e. tetra-, hexa-, octo-,…ploids) hermaphrodites; a mixed mating model (MMM, i.e. sexual reproduction with a proportion of selfing, s, and the rest through random mating); no correlation in selfing events across generations; no selection; polysomic inheritance with a rate of double reduction ( the probability that a random pair of homologous gene copies sampled without replacement within a gamete derived from the same chromosome during meiosis) going from chromosome segregation ( =0) to chromatid segregation (=1/(2k-1) for a k-ploid). Chromatid segregation would apply for loci far enough from the centromere that multiple crossing-over among all the k homologous chromosomes result in a random permutation of the links between the centromeres and the 2k gene copies. Consequently, the latter are randomly distributed among the gametes and the probability that two random gene copies derive from the same chromosome and are thus perfectly identical is 1/(2k-1). I derive formulae of identity by descent coefficients for a k-ploid (where k is an even positive integer). Appendix S1 (Supporting information) provides the detailed mathematical reasoning while hereafter only the main formulae are given.
2-gene identity by descent coefficients within gametes and zygotes (inbreeding coefficient)
Let  g ,  z be identity-by-descent (ibd) probabilities of two homologous gene copies sampled without replacement within a gamete and within a zygote, respectively. They can be interpreted as inbreeding coefficients of gametes and zygotes.  z also represents the rate of ibd homozygosity. Their complements,  g =1- g and  z =1- z , are thus rates of ibd heterozygosities within gametes and zygotes, respectively. Hereafter, I will focus on heterozygosities at the zygotic level ( z ). The transition equation of  z between successive generations in a k-ploid with polysomic inheritance is:
At equilibrium ( z '= z = z * , where the star stands for the expected value at equilibrium), the solution is:
Hence, the equilibrium inbreeding coefficient,  z * , increases with the increase of both the selfing rate and the rate of double reduction, and the increase of  z * with the selfing rate is slower for higher ploidy levels (Fig. 1a) .
Two-locus 4-gene identity by descent coefficients within zygotes (standardized identity disequilibrium coefficient)
I consider two pairs of homologous gene copies sampled randomly (without replacement) within a zygote in two given loci (1 and 2) to derive the probabilities of double ibd homozygosity ( 2z , i.e. the probability that the homologous gene copies are ibd at both loci) and of double ibd heterozygosity ( 2z , i.e. the probability that the homologous gene copies are non-ibd at both loci). Rates of double reduction at locus 1 and 2 are denoted  1 and  2 , respectively, while rates of single-locus ibd homozygosity and ibd heterozygosity are denoted  z1 ,  z1 at locus 1 and  z2 ,  z2 at locus 2, respectively (do not confound  2z and  2z with  z2 and z2 ). Note that  2z is not the complement of  2z (i.e.  2z +  2z < 1), contrary to single-locus coefficients. The standardized identity disequilibrium coefficient,  2z , is defined as the relative difference in double ibd heterozygosity with respect to the product of single-locus ibd heterozygosities , and can also be defined in terms of probabilities of double and single ibd homozygosities (Vitalis & Couvet 2001 ):
The transition equations for  2z is:
Solving this equation at equilibrium ( 2z ' =  2z ) and considering equations (2) and (4) lead to:
Hence, as for the inbreeding, the equilibrium standardized identity disequilibrium,  2z * , increases with the increase of both the selfing rate and the rate of double reduction (Fig. 1b) , though the impact of double reduction is lower than for  z * (Fig. 1a) . In fact, double reduction events occurring on different loci are independent (except between linked loci) while selfing events increase the inbreeding of the progeny at all loci simultaneously, causing an overall correlation of ibd homozygosity among loci. As will be seen, this property allows constructing a more robust estimator of the selfing rate using  2z * than using  z * because the latter is more influenced by other sources of inbreeding unrelated to selfing.
The rate of approach to equilibrium of  2z depends on the selfing rate but also on the ploidy (Fig. 2) .
When the selfing rate is medium or low (s < 0.5), starting from a completely outbred population, a few generations suffice to reach equilibrium: <5 generations for a diploid, <10 generations for an octoploid (Fig. 2a) . However, when the selfing rate is high, many generations may be required to reach equilibrium (up to 100 generations for an octoploid with 99% selfing rate, though still <10 generations for a diploid; Fig. 2b ). The time needed to reach equilibrium is similar for the inbreeding and identity disequilibrium coefficients, and it slightly reduces when the rate of double reduction increases (results not shown).
Estimators of selfing rate using genotypic data
Inverting equations (3) or (6) can provide moment estimators of the selfing rate from  z or  2z , respectively, if the rate of double reduction is known. However,  z and  2z being defined in terms of ibd probabilities while genetic markers provide only identity in state (iis) information, it is first necessary to define estimators of these ibd coefficient from iis probabilities.
Estimating inbreeding coefficient from marker genotypes
In diploids,  z is classically estimated by the deficit in heterozygotes, F=1-Ho/He (or F is in the analysis of structured population), where Ho and He are the observed and expected iis heterozygosities, respectively. He is the probability that two random gene copies from the population are not iis: He=1- a 2 where  a is the allele frequency of allele a in the population. In autopolyploids, He is defined from the allele frequencies by the same formula. However, Ho, the observed frequency of heterozygotes in diploids, must be defined in autopolyploids as the probability that two random gene copies sampled within a zygote (without replacement) are not iis (Thrall & Young, 2000) . This is because a polyploid can display a range of heterozygosities depending of the different possible allelic dosages. For example, in an autotetraploid bearing two alleles, x and y, three partially heterozygote genotypes are possible (xxxy, xxyy, xyyy) which correspond to two possible (unordered) allelic dosage configurations (1:3 or 2:2). The probability that two random alleles are not iis is 3/6 and 4/6 for the 1:3 and 2:2 configurations, respectively. Let's define h i , the iis heterozygosity of an individual i, as the probability that two random alleles sampled at a locus in individual i are not iis. Ho is then the average h i . Table 1 shows for tetraploids to octoploids the different possible allelic dosage configurations according to the number of alleles found within a zygote, and the corresponding h i values.
The mean inbreeding coefficient of zygotes can be estimated as:
where p a is the observed frequency of allele a in a sample of N individuals containing A different alleles. This formula neglects a sampling bias in He estimation (the denominator of the fraction) because although the observed allele frequencies in a random sample of genotypes (p a ) provide unbiased estimates of the population allele frequencies ( a ), this is not the case for the squared frequencies. When the sample size is small compared to the population size, this bias can be corrected by estimating He as the proportion of non iis gene copies sampled from distinct individuals. A corrected estimator for a k-ploid is then given by:
A multilocus estimate is given by summing over loci separately the numerator and denominator of the fraction, and then taking their ratio:
where p al is the observed frequency of allele a at locus l and h il the heterozygosity of individual i at locus l. In the presence of missing data, equation (9) can be modified:
where M l is the number of individuals with missing data at locus l, and h il is set to 0 if the genotype of individual i at locus l is missing. This estimator gives more weight to loci displaying higher heterozygosities and fewer missing data.
It should be noted that difficulties in assessing allele dosage in zygotes or the presence of null alleles can bias both h il and p al , and hence F z and F z -based selfing rate estimators obtained by inverting equation (3). This point will be evaluated below using simulated datasets.
Estimating standardized identity disequilibrium coefficient from marker genotypes
Under the low mutation limit, the standardized ibd disequilibrium, , converges to the standardized iis disequilibrium, (Vitalis & Couvet 2001) , where h z1 and h z2 are probabilities of iis heterozygosity at locus 1 and 2, respectively, and h 2z is the probability of double iis heterozygosity at both loci.
Let h i1 and h i2 be the degree of iis heterozygosity of individual i observed at locus 1 and 2, respectively (Table 1) , and h 2i = h i1 h i2 the degree of double iis heterozygosity observed between these loci. Following , a simple estimator of g 2z between loci 1 and 2 is given by:
To obtain a single multilocus estimate, recommended computing an average g 2z estimator over all pairs of loci from the ratio of the sum of the pair-wise numerators over the sum of pair-wise denominators:
which can also be written as following to avoid double sums over pairs of loci:
To account for missing data (undefined genotype), equation (12) can be modified as following:
where M lm is the number of individuals with missing data simultaneously at loci l and m. This estimator, modified from , gives more weight to loci displaying higher heterozygosities and fewer missing data.
Estimating standardized identity disequilibrium coefficient from marker phenotypes
Assessing allele dosage when genotyping polyploids is often difficult (Dufresne et al. 2014) , even for codominant markers, because the expression of allele dosage (e.g. rate of PCR amplification of DNA sequences, revelation intensity of allozymes) may vary according to alleles. For example, in the case of microsatellites, the amplification rate usually decreases with increasing allele size. Although methods accounting of this effect have been proposed (e.g. Nybom et al. 2004; Esselink et al. 2004 ), they are not always reliable or applicable (Dufresne et al. 2014) . Hence, data analyses methods based on the presence/absence of alleles, thus on marker phenotypes rather than genotypes, are most needed.
For g 2z estimation, if allele dosage cannot be assessed (phenotypic data) so that only the number of alleles not iis is known, h i1 and h i2 could be estimated approximately by taking the average h i over all possible allele dosage configurations that can be obtained with the observed number of alleles, as given in Table 1 . For example, if a tetraploid phenotype displays two alleles which might correspond to a 1:3 dosage ratio (h i = 3/6) or a 2:2 ratio (h i = 4/6), the value attributed will be h i = 7/12. This generates an error in h i values but, because g 2z is defined as a ratio of h i values, the proportional biases tend to compensate each other, limiting the amount of bias on g 2z estimates. This is the fundamental reason why g 2z -based selfing rate estimation was shown to be robust to null alleles or allelic dropout in diploids ). Indeed, null alleles cause an underestimation of h i values because true heterozygotes containing a null allele are interpreted as homozygotes, however the biases due to null alleles being similar for h i and h 2i , ( ) ⁄ is little affected. This should also apply to polyploids. Hence, g 2z -based selfing rate estimators are expected to be robust to both allele dosage uncertainties and null alleles in autopolyploids, as will be confirmed below using simulated datasets.
Selfing rate estimator based on inbreeding coefficient
Inverting equation (3) and replacing the expected inbreeding coefficient at equilibrium ( z * ) by a sample-based estimation (F z ) following equation (8) leads to an estimator of the selfing rate 
If the rate of double reduction is unknown, one can estimate the selfing rate both under pure chromosome segregation (=0) and under pure chromatid segregation (=1/(2k-1)). However, Fig.  1a shows that the two estimates can differ substantially, especially if the actual selfing rate is low because estimates can then differ by up to 22% in tetraploids and 29% in octoploids.
Selfing rate estimator based on identity disequilibrium
Inverting equation (6) to extract s leads to a second degree equation that can be solved by keeping only the negative root. Replacing the expected equilibrium standardized identity disequilibrium ( 2z * ) by an estimator (g 2z ) following equation (11) provides a "method of moment" estimator of the selfing rate
Under chromosome segregation (=0) this formula reduces to:
and under chromatid segregation (  =  =1/(2k-1)) to:
In diploids (k=2) the formula reduces to the relationship given by :
With L loci available, recommended computing a multilocus estimate of g 2z (equation 12), and then estimating the selfing rate, s. For autopolyploids, however, the rate of double reduction can vary among loci. In the absence of knowledge on the rates of double reduction, a multilocus g 2z estimate can be computed with equations (12-14) and two selfing rate estimators can be computed under pure chromosome or pure chromatid segregation using equations (17) or (18), respectively. The estimate assuming chromosome segregation is likely to be closer to the true value because, given the limited number of crossing-over typically observed per chromosome, the actual rate of double reduction is expected to be generally closer to =0 than to the value corresponding to random chromatid segregation (Kang Huang, personal communication).
A potential problem occurs when a multilocus g 2z estimate is negative, in which case the s estimate could be set to zero. Another potential problem occurs when all individuals appear as fully homozygote, causing the g 2z estimator to become undefined (g 2z =0/0). Here, if the locus is not polymorphic at all, it must be discarded but otherwise, the s estimate should be set to 1. It is worth noting that when the true selfing rate is very low (or null), negative g 2z values are expected because estimates fluctuate around their expected value (0). By truncating the s estimates to the [0, 1] range, an upward bias will result under low actual selfing rate. However, this truncation still minimizes the mean squared error (results not shown).
Better estimates could be obtained whenever the rate of double reduction is assessed for each locus (e.g. from the genotypes of progenies and their parents; Haynes & Douches 1993, Hardy et al. 2001 , Hackett & Luo 2003 , Stift et al. 2008 , Wu & Ma 2005 . One option is to estimate s for each pair of loci following equation (16), and then take the average over all pairs. However, the relationship between s and  2z * being far from linear (Fig. 1b) , the statistical errors on the g 2z estimates obtained for each pair of locus could translate in very asymmetric errors on the corresponding s estimates, in particular when the true s is small because g 2z estimates can then become negative or the square root in equation (16) can become undefined. To avoid this problem, it is better to estimate s from an average multilocus g 2z estimate but to correct the g 2z estimates obtained per pair of loci according to the rates of double reduction. This can be done by noticing that double reduction affects much more the numerator than the denominator of the relationship between  2z * and s in equation (6). Thus, neglecting the  terms of the denominator, a g 2z estimate for a pair of loci with double reduction rates   and  2 needs simply to be divided by ( ( ) )( ( ) ) to be transformed into a g 2z estimate corresponding to a pair of loci without double reduction. Numerical computations show that the bias in selfing rate estimation introduced by the approximation regarding equation (6) is always less than 2% and generally of the order of 0.1% (results not shown).
Estimating selfing rate in non-equilibrium situations
The estimators developed above assume that inbreeding has reached an equilibrium state. This assumption could be tested by comparing inbreeding between adults and juveniles (e.g. seeds or seedlings). If they differ, a non-equilibrium situation should be suspected. In such a case, solving equation (1) for s and using inbreeding coefficients measured in adults (F z ) and juveniles (F z ') leads to an estimator of the primary selfing rate (i.e. proportion of selfed juveniles) that does not need to assume an equilibrium state:
In diploids it reduces to ̂ ̂ ( ̂ ).
Two-locus 4-gene coefficients (equation 5) can be exploited in the same way as two-gene coefficients (equation 1) but selfing rate cannot be expressed solely as a function of the standardized identity disequilibrium coefficients measured in adults (g 2z ) and juveniles (g' 2z ).
Estimating selfing rate under strong inbreeding depression
The estimators developed above assume that there is no form of inbreeding depression. The latter can have a complex impact but it is interesting to consider the specific case where selfed individuals never reach the adult stage because we then expect that in adults F z =g 2z =0, while in juveniles (before selection) F' z and g' 2z will be positive if some of the juveniles are selfed. The inbreeding-based estimator of the proportion of selfed juveniles is then:
which reduces to ̂ ̂ in diploids.
The standardized identity disequilibrium in juveniles can also be derived in this condition,
Inverting this equation and using an estimator of the standardized identity disequilibrium coefficient measured in juveniles ( ̂ ) leads to the following selfing rate estimator:
where
Method: a simulation algorithm to assess the statistical properties and robustness of selfing rate estimators
To evaluate the statistical properties of F z -based and g 2z -based selfing rate estimators in equilibrium situations, I programmed in R language a simulator of a diploid or autopolyploid population (ploidy level k = 2, 4 or 8) of finite size (2500 individuals) with non-overlapping generations reproducing under a MMM. The model parameters were: the selfing rate (s), the allele frequencies at each of L loci, the mode of inheritance (polysomic inheritance with chromosome or chromatid segregation), and the sampled population size (N) to compute F z and g 2z . Initially, genotypes were obtained by randomly sampling existing alleles according to their preset frequencies. Then, progenies were created by choosing randomly a mother and a father from the previous generation (where the father is the mother with probability s) and sampling k/2 alleles from each parent at each locus, assuming chromosome or chromatid segregation. Simulations were run for enough generations to reach equilibrium  z and  2z values (Fig. 2) . Then, for a sample of N individuals, F z and g 2z were estimated using equations (9) and (13), considering in turn (i) their genotypes, (ii) their phenotypes when all alleles were assumed visible, or (iii) their phenotypes when one of the allele (chosen randomly) at each locus was assumed invisible (null allele). To this end, individual heterozygosities per locus, h il , were computed following Table 1 considering (i) the correct allele dosage, (ii) the mean expected value given the number of alleles, or (iii) the mean expected value given the number of visible alleles.
To compute the estimator of F z (equation 9), the allele frequencies, p al , were computed by averaging the allele frequencies observed for each sampled individual, considering (i) its genotype, (ii) its phenotype where each allele was given the same weight, (iii) its phenotype where each visible allele was given the same weight (homozygotes for a null allele were discarded).
The selfing rate was then estimated from the different multilocus F z and g 2z estimates assuming chromosome segregation (=0, equations 15, 19). Negative selfing rate estimates were set to 0. For each simulation, 100 replicates of selfing rate estimates were obtained by resampling randomly N individuals from the population. The bias (mean difference between the estimated and true selfing rates) and the root mean squared error (RMSE, the square root of the mean squared difference between the estimated and true selfing rates) of the s estimates were computed for each parameter set. By default, simulation parameters were set to N=50 sampled individuals, rate of double reduction  = 0 at all loci (chromosome segregation), L=10 loci containing each A=10 alleles following a triangular frequency distribution (i.e. ∑ ⁄ ), while the true selfing rate s = 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.99 (s was set to 0.99 rather than to 1 because in the latter case there is no heterozygotes at equilibrium so that the selfing rate estimate is 1, without error). One or several parameters were then varied to explore their impact on the bias and RMSE of s estimates: N = 10, 20, 30, 50, 100, 200 or 500 individuals; L=2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200 , 500 or 1000 loci; A = 2, 3, 5, 10 or 20 alleles; chromatid segregation instead of chromosome segregation.
To explore the impact of biparental inbreeding, the simulation model was modified to implement isolation by distance. To this end, the 2500 individuals forming the population were assumed to occur on a square lattice of 50x50. When creating a new generation, the maternal parent of each new individual was chosen randomly among the 9 positions surrounding and including the position of the progeny, and in case of outcrossing (probability 1-s) the paternal parent was chosen among the 8 positions surrounding the mother (to avoid edge effects, opposite sides of the lattice were assumed adjacent as in a torus). Hence, seed and pollen dispersal were limited to nearest neighbour distance. 200 generations were run to ensure that a strong spatial genetic structure has developed. Finally, to explore the impact of segmental allopolyploidy, i.e. when part of the genome behaves as an autopolyploid (polysomic inheritance) and the rest as an allopolyploid (disomic inheritance), the model was modified to consider a tetraploid where half of the loci segregated under polysomic inheritance (with chromosome segregation) and the other half under disomic inheritance with equal population allele frequencies between homeologous genomes (as expected if homeologous chromosomes sometimes pair leading to some gene flow between homeologous genomes). The R code used for these simulations is available in Supplementary material. Fig. 3a illustrates that for a sample size of 50 autotetraploid individuals, the selfing rate can be estimated fairly accurately using the phenotypes of 10 loci containing each 5 alleles. The precision (inversely proportional to RMSE) improves when the actual selfing rate is closer to 0 or to 1 (Fig. 4) . F z -based estimators are generally more precise than g 2z -based estimators in the absence of null alleles, but they suffer high bias if null alleles occur (Fig. 3b, 4) . In tetraploids, the precision is barely affected by the fact that genotypes (i.e. allele dosage known) or phenotypes (i.e. allele dosage unknown) are used (Fig. 4) , indicating that there is very little loss of information for estimating the selfing rate when allele dosage cannot be inferred. With higher ploidy level, however, F z -based selfing rate estimators are less precise using phenotypes than genotypes when the number of alleles per locus is low (results not shown).
Results

Statistical properties of selfing rate estimators
The precision of selfing rate estimators improves with the allelic richness ( Fig. 5a ) and with the number of loci (Fig. 5b) , and the impact of allelic richness is particularly strong when the ploidy level is high (Fig. 5a ). For example, in the case of octopolyploids, diallelic markers (e.g. SNP) are not very efficient (high RMSE) while highly polymorphic markers confer a good precision that becomes even better (lower RMSE) than in diploids (Fig. 5a ). Some simulations were run considering up to 1000 diallelic loci but the precision did not improve above approximately 100 loci when the true selfing rate was intermediate (0.25 to 0.75; Fig. 6 ), and the assumption of unlinked loci become unrealistic with too many loci. Increasing the number of samples also improves the precision of estimators but the relative impact of doubling the sample size, the number of loci or the allelic richness per locus is context dependent. For example, Fig. 7 illustrates that the precision of the g 2z -based estimator using tetraploid phenotypes improves well by increasing the sample size when the true selfing rate is 0.25, while it improves more by increasing the number of loci and/or the allelic richness when the true selfing rate is 0.
Robustness of selfing rate estimators
Simulating double reduction (i.e. chromosome segregation assumed for estimating s when chromatid segregation occurred), null alleles or biparental inbreeding (under strong isolation by distance due to nearest neighbour seed and pollen dispersal) caused a strong upward bias in F z -based selfing estimators when the true selfing rate was low (Fig. 8) . By contrast, g 2z -based s estimators were little biased ( Fig. 8 ): in tetraploids, null alleles or strong biparental inbreeding caused an upward bias <0.03, and chromatid segregation caused an upward bias <0.08, conform to theoretical expectations (Fig. 1b) . In simulations combining null alleles and strong biparental inbreeding, the bias of g 2z -based s estimators was also < 0.08. Results were very similar for other ploidy levels (results not shown). The case of segmental tetraploidy with half of the loci segregating under disomic inheritance caused a downward bias in selfing rate estimators (Fig. 8) . The bias remained moderate (<0.1) when the true selfing rate was below 0.5 but it increased substantially when the true selfing rate approached one, especially for the g 2z -based s estimators.
Discussion
Theoretical contribution
This paper provides general expressions for the inbreeding and identity disequilibrium coefficients under a mixed mating model for polyploid organisms with polysomic inheritance. The strong dependence of these coefficients with respect to the selfing rate makes them interesting for breeding system inferences using molecular markers. Similar theoretical work had been conducted in autopolyploids but focused on the inbreeding coefficient (e.g. Bennett 1968 ). The present work highlights the interest of the standardized identity disequilibrium coefficient to derive robust estimators of the selfing rate. Indeed, this coefficient has the advantages that (i) it can be estimated fairly reliably even when genotypic data are imperfect (e.g., null alleles, allele dosage unknown), and (ii) it is little affected by many possible deviations of the Mixed Mating Model (e.g., biparental inbreeding). It is worth noting that the mathematical derivations assumed a large (infinite) population and unlinked loci. In fact, Vitalis and Couvet (2001) showed that significant identity disequilibrium can also appear in a random mating diploid population of finite size, especially if the product between the effective population size Ne and the recombination rate r between loci is relatively small. Hence, the results presented here implicitly assume that Ne.r is large (say >10), a reasonably realistic assumption using unlinked loci (i.e. r=0.5) in a population containing at least a few tens of individuals.
Estimating inbreeding and identity disequilibrium
The proposed selfing rate estimators require estimating the inbreeding coefficient (F z ) or the standardized identity disequilibrium coefficient (g 2z ) at the zygotic level using co-dominant genetic markers. When allelic dosage can be inferred reliably (exact genotypes), moment estimators of F z and g 2z for autopolyploids (i.e. equations 9-14) were constructed by generalizing existing estimators devised for diploids ). Allelic dosage being notoriously difficult to assess reliably in polyploids, I proposed estimators based on marker phenotypes that do not require allelic dosage. Their principle is to consider that observed heterozygosity is computed as a simple average of possible heterozygosity values given the number of observed alleles and the ploidy, following Table  1 . This is sufficient to estimate g 2z using phenotypes but, for F z , allele frequencies must also be estimated to compute the expected heterozygosities. This was done by giving the same weight to each allele observed within an individual. The very similar statistical properties of genotype-based and phenotype-based selfing rate estimators (Fig. 4) indicate that these simple procedures to estimate observed and expected heterozygosities from marker phenotypes do not cause substantial bias (at least for g 2z , and for F z in tetraploids).
In partial heterozygotes, however, a common allele is more likely to occur in multiple copies than a rare allele, so that individual heterozygosities and population allele frequencies could have been estimated more accurately, as in the maximum likelihood approach developed by De Silva et al. (2005) , which is implemented in the R package POLYSAT (Clark & Jasieniuk 2011) . Because the latter method requires the selfing rate (a parameter to estimate) and can be computer-time consuming, I did not use it in the simulation algorithm. The similar performances of genotype-based and phenotype-based selfing rate estimators indicate that the gain in precision would have been very limited. Indeed, improved phenotype-based F z estimators cannot solve the general lack of robustness of F z -based selfing rate estimators in the presence of null alleles, biparental inbreeding or when the rate of double reduction is unknown. Nevertheless, to better estimate allele frequencies and F z in real datasets, the method of De Silva et al. (2005) can be applied using the robust g 2z -based selfing rate estimator developed in the present paper.
Estimating the selfing rate
The main output of the present work is to show that fairly robust estimates of the selfing rate can be obtained in autopolyploid populations using the marker phenotypes of adults assayed at genetic markers. This extends to the case of autopolyploids the work of who already showed in diploids that a robust estimator can be based on identity disequilibrium in the presence of null alleles or other forms of genotyping errors like allelic dropout. Although I did not simulate allelic dropout, I conjecture that the robustness of the estimator demonstrated by also applies in autopolyploids for reasons explained above. The present work shows in addition that the g 2z -based estimators are also robust in the presence of biparental inbreeding due to nearest neighbour dispersal, as well as to the phenomenon of double reduction specific to autopolyploids.
Estimating the selfing rate under non-equilibrium conditions or inbreeding depression
Most of the present work focussed on the estimation of the selfing rate using adult genotypes from a population at equilibrium and in the absence of inbreeding depression. However, we have seen that equilibrium may need many generations to be reached under high selfing rate and high ploidy level (Fig. 2b) . Consequently, selfing rates estimated from the inbreeding or identity disequilibrium measured in adults and assuming equilibrium may reflect more past conditions than current ones if the selfing rate has increased recently. In fact, if a sample of juveniles (e.g. seeds, seedlings) is available in addition to adults, one can check whether inbreeding or identity disequilibrium differ between the two stages, and possibly use an inbreeding-based estimator of the selfing rate that does not assume equilibrium (equation 20). Unfortunately, an equivalent estimator exploiting the robust properties of the standardized identity disequilibrium coefficient could not be derived.
If inbreeding and/or identity disequilibrium occurs in juveniles but not in adults, a likely explanation is that selfed juveniles are formed but never reach adulthood because of intense inbreeding depression. In this case, the primary selfing rate (proportion of selfed juveniles) can be estimated from F' z or g' 2z estimates obtained in juveniles using equations (21) or (23). Note that this approach is probably more relevant for diploids than for polyploids because the later are expected to suffer less from inbreeding depression caused by recessive deleterious alleles.
Which genetic markers should be used?
Using highly polymorphic markers (e.g. microsatellites) substantially improves the precision of estimates compared to diallelic markers (e.g. SNP), especially as ploidy increases (the impact is not so strong in diploids; Fig. 5a, 7) . Of course, the choice of a type of marker also depends on the number of loci that can be genotyped, a factor improving the precision of estimates. Nowadays, in non-model organisms, SNP can be scored at hundreds or thousands of loci, while microsatellites are usually developed for ten to a few tens of loci, so that the number of SNP loci might more than compensate their low allelic richness compared to microsatellites. However, in tetraploids, simulations show that the precision of the g 2z -based selfing rate estimator at intermediate true selfing rates did not improve substantially above approximately 100 unlinked diallelic markers loci (Fig. 6) , or above approximately 10 highly polymorphic markers (Fig. 5b) , in both cases the RMSE plateaued at 0.05-0.06 for a sample of 50 individuals. Moreover, using too many loci poses the problem of linkage as many pairs of loci will be expected to be more or less linked. For higher ploidy levels, highly polymorphic markers seem essential (Fig. 5a) . Nevertheless, if the main goal is to assess whether the species is purely outbreeding or could partly reproduce by selfing, using a high number of diallelic loci may be a good option as the precision keeps improving with the number of loci in the absence of selfing (Fig. 6 ).
How to cope with double reduction and segmental allopolyploidy?
Although the g 2z -based selfing rate estimator is relatively robust to double reduction, more accurate estimates can be obtained if the correct rates of double reduction are known for each locus ( Fig. 8;  equation 16 ). In the absence of such information, it seems preferable to assume a priori chromosome segregation for the selfing rate estimates because most of the few studies on this topic reported low rates of double reduction (e.g. Haynes & Douches 1993 , Hardy et al. 2001 , Stift et al. 2008 ; but see Nemorin et al. 2012) . Moreover, theoretical rates of double reduction should remain limited given the typical size of chromosomes in cM units (e.g. at loci 100cM from the centromere,=0.072 in tetraploids and =0.031 in octoploids according to a model of Kang Huang, personal communication).
Another complicating factor is that some polyploid species (segmental allopolyploids) display a mode of inheritance intermediate between disomic and polysomic at some loci, or disomic at some loci and polysomic at other loci (Stift et al. 2008) . The prevalence of such cases is not well documented, but the simulations performed showed that it would lead to a downward bias of the selfing rate estimation, which can become strong under a high selfing rate. Such situation should be detectable because a high selfing rate should result in high rate of observed homozygosity in loci under polysomic inheritance, and fixed heterozygosity in most of the loci under disomic inheritance. In any case, the mode of inheritance of polyploids should ideally be investigated using progeny arrays and dedicated methods (e.g. Hackett & Luo 2003 , Wu & Ma 2005 , Stift et al. 2008 .
Software available for identity disequilibrium based selfing rate estimation
The g 2z -based selfing rate estimator is now implemented in the software SPAGeDi version 1.5 (Hardy & Vekemans, 2002) , available at http://ebe.ulb.ac.be/ebe/SPAGeDi.html. SPAGeDi can handle diploid to octopolyploid datasets. Selfing rate estimates are computed assuming chromosome segregation, or assuming locus specific rates of double reduction when these are provided. They are computed using the given genotypes or the marker phenotypes (i.e. with or without allele dosage information). A jackknifying procedure over loci provides approximate standard errors of the estimates. A randomization procedure allows testing if there is significant identity disequilibrium by comparing the observed g 2z multilocus estimate with the distribution of estimates obtained after randomizing the single locus heterozygosities (h il ) among individuals, independently for each locus (this breaks down the inter-locus correlation in h il values). SPAGeDi should thus find applications for autopolyploid species that may reproduce by self-fertilization. 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.99 ; represented by horizontal segments), based on estimates of the inbreeding coefficient (F z , crosses) or of the standardized identity disequilibrium coefficient (g 2z , circles). A mixed mating model population of 2500 individuals was simulated with 10 loci containing each 5 alleles with a triangular allele frequency distribution where (a) all alleles were assumed visible or (b) one allele was assumed to be a null allele. Selfing rate was estimated using the phenotypes of 50 randomly sampled individuals, considering in turn 100 independent resampling. Chromosome segregation (i.e. rate of double reduction =0) was simulated for all loci, and accordingly equations (15) and (17) 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.99) . In each case, estimates were obtained from a sample of 50 individuals typed at 10 loci containing each 10 alleles, using (i) the exact genotypes (crosses; i.e. allele dosage known), (ii) the phenotypes (triangles; i.e. allele dosage unknown), or (iii) the phenotypes in presence of null alleles (circles; i.e. one of the 10 alleles per locus was invisible). Chromosome segregation was assumed. The figure shows that allele dosage information is not critical for the precision of estimates (at least in tetraploids) and that null alleles have a limited impact on g 2z -based estimators while they have a dramatic impact on Comparison of the impact of changing the number of loci (diamond), the number of alleles per locus (square) or the number of individuals assayed (triangles) on the precision (RMSE) of the selfing rate estimator based on identity disequilibrium (g 2z ) and phenotypes in an autotetraploid population when the true selfing rate is 0 (plain lines) or 0.25 (stippled lines). The sample consisted of 50 individuals assayed at 10 loci containing each 10 alleles (without null alleles), except for the parameter varying according to the horizontal axes (log scales). Chromosome segregation was simulated and assumed for estimating the selfing rate. All curves are concave, hence the precision (lower RMSE) improves faster when the varying parameter doubles from a small value. The relative impact of each parameter depends on context; for example, the precision of the selfing estimator improves more by doubling the number of loci if the true selfing rate is 0, and by doubling the number of samples if the true selfing rate is 0.25. (0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.99) . In each case, the mean estimates over 100 replicates were obtained from the phenotypes of a sample of 50 individuals typed at 10 loci containing each 10 alleles, assuming polysomic chromosome segregation. The simulations considered (i) a mixed mating population model with chromosome segregation and no null alleles (triangles, i.e. the model assumed for the estimators) and different forms of deviations: (ii) chromatid segregation at all loci (crosses; i.e. high rate of double reduction), (iii) the presence of null alleles (circles; i.e. one of the 10 alleles per locus was a null allele), (iv) biparental inbreeding (+ symbol; i.e. pollen and seed dispersal limited to nearest neighbour), (v) segmental allopolyploidy with half of the loci following disomic inheritance. Results show that double reduction, null alleles or biparental inbreeding cause strong upward biases on F z -based estimators at low and intermediate selfing rates, while g 2z -based estimators appear robust. Disomic inheritance under segmental allopolyploidy causes a downward bias, that becomes important under high selfing rates.
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Supplementary Materials: Appendix S1 Mathematical derivations for the equilibrium identity by descent coefficients
Equilibrium identity by descent coefficient under a mixed mating model
2-gene identity by descent coefficients within gametes and zygotes (inbreeding coefficient)
Let  g ,  z be identity-by-descent (ibd) probabilities of two homologous gene copies sampled without replacement within a gamete and within a zygote, respectively. They can be interpreted as inbreeding coefficients of gametes and zygotes.  z also represents the rate of ibd homozygosity. Their complements,  g =1- g and  z =1- z , are thus rates of ibd heterozygosities within gametes and zygotes, respectively. Because double reduction results in ibd gene copies after meiosis, gametic and zygotic inbreeding coefficients are related by (Bennett 1968) :
Hereafter, I will focus on heterozygosities at the zygotic level ( z ). To derive the transition equation of  z between successive generations, one must consider all possible ways two homologous gene copies can be sampled within a zygote, in particular whether they derive from the same parental gamete or not, and the corresponding probabilities of being non-ibd. This gives for tetraploids:
where the prime indicates the value of the coefficient after one generation. The first term considers two gene copies originating from the same gamete (probability of this sampling event = 1/3), which are not derived from the same chromosome (i.e., no double reduction, probability of this event = 1-), in which case they will be non-ibd with probability  z . The second term considers two gene copies originating from the two uniting gametes forming the zygote (probability of this sampling event = 2/3), in which case they will be necessarily non-ibd under an outcrossing event because the population is supposed to be of infinite size so that random adults are unrelated (probability of this event = 1-s), while in the case of a selfing event (probability s), if they are not derived from the same parental gene copy (probability = 3/4), they will be non-ibd with probability  z .
The formula can be generalized to a k-ploid with polysomic inheritance:
At equilibrium ( z '= z = z * , where the star stands for the expected value at equilibrium), the solution for a tetraploid is:
and for a k-ploid:
Two-locus 4-gene identity by descent coefficients within zygotes (standardized identity disequilibrium coefficient)
I consider two pairs of homologous gene copies sampled randomly (without replacement) within a zygote in two given loci (1 and 2) to derive the probabilities of double ibd homozygosity ( 2z , i.e. the probability that the homologous gene copies are ibd at both loci) and of double ibd heterozygosity ( 2z , i.e. the probability that the homologous gene copies are non-ibd at both loci). Rates of double reduction at locus 1 and 2 are denoted  1 and  2 , respectively, while rates of single-locus ibd homozygosity and ibd heterozygosity are denoted  z1 ,  z1 at locus 1 and  z2 ,  z2 at locus 2, respectively (do not confound  2z and  2z with  z2 and z2 ). Note that  2z is not the complement of  2z (i.e.  2z +  2z < 1), contrary to single-locus coefficients. The standardized identity disequilibrium coefficient,  2z , is defined as the relative difference in double ibd heterozygosity with respect to the product of single-locus ibd heterozygosities, and can also be defined in terms of probabilities of double and single ibd homozygosities:
To construct transition equations for  2z in a tetraploid, I consider in turn whether the homologous gene copies sampled within the zygote originate (i) from the same gamete for both loci (probability (1/3) 2 ), (ii) from different gametes for both loci (probability (2/3) 2 ), or (iii) from the same gamete for locus 1 and different gametes for locus 2, or vice versa (probability 2/9 for each direction). When gene-copies originate from the same gamete, ibd probability depends on double reduction () and, in the absence of double reduction, on the inbreeding in the parental population. This reasoning leads to the following equation:
This can be generalized for a k-ploid with polysomic inheritance:
Solving these equations at equilibrium ( 2z ' =  2z ) gives in a tetraploid:
This shows that the standardized identity disequilibrium has a relatively simple form, giving for a tetraploid under pure chromosome segregation ( 1 = 2 =0): 
